Taste the Kokusyuo.

**Kanpyokai, and National Sake Contest**

**Public Tasting**

**Time**
- Part 1: 10:00～13:00 (Enter before 12:00)
- Part 2: 16:30～20:00 (Enter before 19:30)

◆ You can attend either session.

**Place**
- Bunka Kaikan 4F exhibition hall B

400 award-winning sake from the 2013 National Sake Contest are waiting for you.
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You can buy various national sake!  

**7th All Japan Sake Exhibition**

**Time**
- 11:00～20:00 (Enter before 19:30)

**Place**
- World Importmart bldg. 4F exhibition hall A

You can taste and buy various sake and snacks from all over Japan. There will also be a seminar on how to enjoy sake.
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---

**SAKE FAIR 2013**

The biggest Sake event for Sake lovers

Frid., June 14, 2013

**Place**
- Sunshine City, Ikebukuro, Tokyo
  - World importmart bldg. 4F exhibition hall A / Bunka Kaikan 4F exhibition hall B

**Entrance fee**
- 3,500 yen / 4,000 yen at the door [for both events]
- Only “Sake Exhibition” 1,500 yen

You can buy tickets at Sake Plaza  
Phone: 03-3519-2091 (10am–6pm, Mon–Fri)  
JSS bldg., 1–1–21, Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku ku, Tokyo

- You must be 20 years old to drink alcohol.
- No minors admitted.
- No one coming by car or bicycle will be admitted.
- Never drink and drive.
- Good sake, good quality, not too much.
- Pregnant women and mothers of small children should avoid drinking too much.
- Recycle used bottles.